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The aim of this note is to give a brief proof of the following
theorem which concerns the moduli space of anti-self-dual connections
on a Kfihler manifold.
Theorem. Let M be a compact K(thler 2-manifold of positive
scalar curvature. Let P be a G-principal bundle over M, and E a complex vector bundle associated to P, where G is a compact semi-simple
Lie group. If a G-connection on E is anti-self-dual and irreducible,
then the space of its infinitesimal deformations is of dimension
1 dim
r)
0.

-Pont(c)

-

G(Z +

where Pontl(c) is the first Pontryagin class of the addoint bundle gc,
Z and r are the Eular number and the signature of M respectively.
In the case when M is a self-dual Riemannian 4-manifold, the
following remarkable theorem is obtained by Atiyah, Hitchin and
Singer.

Theorem (Atiyah, Hitchin and Singer [1]). Let M be a compact
oriented self-dual Riemannian 4-manifold of positive scalar curvature.
Let P be a G-principal bundle, where G is a compact semi-simple Lie
group. Then, the space of moduli of irreducible self-dual connections
on P is either emp.ty or a manifold of dimension
POntl(gC) 1 dim

Here an oriented Riemannian 4-manifold is called sel-dual if its
Weyl’s conorml curvature tensor is self-dual.
The proo of this theorem was proceeded with three parts as
ollows; (1) to compute the dimension o the space of infinitesimal
deformations by using the Atiyah-Singer index theorem together with
vnishing theorem, (2) to use the method o Kuranishi in order to
obtaia a local homeomorphism rom the space to a local moduli space
and (3) to show that these local spaces give local charts on the global
moduli space.
While the dimension o the space o infinitesimal deformations in
our theorem is calculated in a similar manner to the method used in
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their proof, a vanishing theorem is directly verified without using the
Dirac operator.
By the aid of the second and third parts in their proof, we have
following
the
Corollary. With the same assumption as in our theorem, the
space of anti-self-dual irreducible G-connections is a manifold of
dimension
1 dim

Pont(gc)---

G(Z + r),

if it is not empty.
Remark 1. It is shown that a Kihler 2-manifold is sel-dual if
and only if it is a complex space form. Thus, P(C) P(C) admits a
Khler metric of positive scalar curvature, whereas it is not self-dual.
Remark 2. I an orientation of the base space is reversed, then,
with respect to the reversed orientation, an anti-self-dual connection
is self-dual and Pont(.) and : have the inverse sign. Therefore, the
dimension of the moduli space of self-dual irreducible G-connections
on a Kihler 2-manifold of positive scalar curvature is in agreement
with the value given in the theorem oi Atiyah, Hitchin and Singer.
Let E be a G-complex vector bundle over a compact
Remark
Kihler 2-manifold o the second Betti number 1. I E admits an antisel-dual G-connection, hen the Chern classes satisfy c(E)=0 and
c.(E)=nO. The dimension o the moduli space is 2(4n-3) in the
case of M =P(C) and G=SU(2). It is known, on the other hand, that
he moduli of algebraic rank 2 vector bundle over P(C)with c=0 and
c=n is a manifold o complex dimension 4n--3 ([3]).
A paper which deals with a ull description o the results stated
in this note will be published elsewhere ([5]).
1. Infinitesimal deformations. Let M be a compact orientable
Riemannian 4-manifold and P a G-principal bundle over M, where G
is a compact semi-simple Lie group. A aithul representation o2 G
o GL(V) with respect to a complex vector space V induces a complex
vector bundle E=PV with structure group G. A G-connection 7
on E is called anti-sel2-dual i R satisfies *R=-R where R 7 is the
curvature orm o t7 defined as R(X, Y)= [7, t7]-7,, and * is the
Hodge star operator defined by a fixed orientation. I g denotes the
adjoint bundle P (,)g, then R is a g-valued 2-2orm.
Now assume that M is a Khler 2-manifold. By the orientation
defined by the complex structure o2 M, we have that a 2-orm is
anti-sel2-dual, that is, *=-, i2 and only if it is type (1,1) and is
orthogonal to tO ([1]). Here 9 is the fundamental 2orm induced from
the Kihler metric g. Thus, the condition that a G-connection 17 is

.

,

M.
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anti-self-dual is

R

F(M; A’@g),
(R X)}=0.
Here and in what follows, we use the following notation; A(F)
F(M; A(R)F), Ac(F) F(M; Ac(R)F) and A.(F) F(M; A’.(R)F) where
A and A are the bundles of k-forms and its eomplexifieation and A ",
denotes the bundle of (p, q)-forms.
The connection/7 is naturally defined on the subbundle gEnd(E)
and the exterior covariant derivative d’, c,u,--’A/(g)c splits into
Y+8, where O A’q(gp)--A +’q(g) and 5e A’q(gp)-->A ’q +’(ge). By
the definition of the curvature form R
for F e A(g.). Thus, if R is of type (1, 1), then
d d(A,(q,))c A + ,+ ().
Hence, we have
y)r= [rAR].
Y 0= 0,
(1.2)
0, (Y
Now suppose that V (Itl<s) is a one-parameter family of anti-selfdual G-connections with V-V. Then we have V--V+tA+,o(t) with
respect to the infinitesimal deformation A=(d/dt)Vl=o e A’(g). Since
R satisfies (1.1), we have
O’A =0,
(1.3)
@A +OA +, D}--0,
++,
A is a gC-valued l-form of type (1, 0).
where A=A
Put A+ (A + A,) +RD where (A,+A,)={w+ w e A ’} and
A+(g)=F(M; A+ (R)g). Now define a first order differential operator
3; A(g)-A+(g) by
(A)-(OA
(1.4)
Hence, A e A(g) is in Ker(8) if and only if A is an infinitesimal de(1.1)

-

+

,

formation of V.
2. A complex associated to an anti.self.dual connection.

Let

G=P
G. A smooth section of G is called a gauge transformation of E and
_@=F(M; G) is called the gauge transformation group of E. A
gauge transformation acts on G-connections by f(V)-f -ogof for
f e and a G-connection 17. By a physical meaning in Yang-Mills
theory, any G-connections are identified if they are transformed each
other by a gauge transformation. Let f be a one-parameter family
of gauge transformations with fo-id. The infinitesimal gauge transformation f=(d/dt)fl=o belongs to A(ge). Then Vfgives the infinitesimal deformation of ft(V) at t=0. Since R(7)=Ad(f)R if V is antiself-dual, then so is f(V), hence Vf e Ker(3). Therefore, the space of
infinitesimal deformations of /7 is nothing but the first cohomology
space Hi= Ker 87/Im g of the following elliptic complex

,

o-d--V

0
>A (g)---->A (g) > A+()
It is not hard to verify that this is elliptic.

(2 1)

>0.
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3. Vanishing theorem. Since (2.1) is elliptic, H=Ker d/Imd
is isomorphic to {F e A(g) DF 0), where D d* d + d
d * is
the Laplacian, i=0, 1, 2 (d* denotes the ormal adjoint of dg. By
using the Atiyah-Singer index theorem, the index h-h+h (h --dim
H9 can be represented universally by the characteristic classes o] M
and
In this section, we will show the following proposition which gives
vanishing estimates for h and h
Proposition 3.1. Let M be a compact Kihler 2-manifold of
positive scalar curvature. If the anti-self-dual G-connection F is irreducible, then h=h=0. Here, that is irreducible implies that there
is no proper closed subgroup of G which contains the holonomy group

.

of
Proof. I f e A(g) satisfies Df=0, then Vf=O. Hence f commutes with the holonomy group. By the irreducibility of V, f belongs
to the center of g. That f identically vanishes ollows ]rom the
semi-simplicity of G.
We require the ollowing lemmas in order to prove h= 0.
Lemma 3.2. For 9(R) f, f e A(gv), we have

(=

(3.1)
d d*(D(R) f)=49(R)
at any point x in M, where {e, e} is a local unitary frame of M with
D e=0 at x, i=1, 2, where D is the Levi-Civita connection induced
from the Kghler metric g.
Lemma 3.3. Wih respect to the Laplacian
associated to the comple,x 7 A’,(g)-A "/,(g) given by (1.2), we have
(3.2) F(X, Y)
(FFF)(X, Y) + (Ric X, Y) + F(X, Ric Y),
for e A’(g) where Ric denotes the Ricci tensor of g.
These lemmas are verified by a slight calculation with the aid of
the acts (1.1) and d2=0 and also of the ormulas (3, 2) and (3, 10)
stated in [4].
Now assume that
F , + F + 9 (R) f e A%(g) satisfies DF d
d* 0. Since any elements in A(g) of different types are orthogonal
with respect to the Hermitian inner product on A(g) induced naturally by g, we have
0= <D2, .,0 + .,0> <d dl.(F.,0 + .,0), ?F2,0+ 2,0>

,

+

where we use the ]act that do d*(9(R)f) is o] type (1, 1)
3.2. Because 3F z, e A,(g,)= {0}, we have <z.,0,
=0. Integrate this over M, then by using Lemma 3.3
2 F’

+ 2 [ p(F

,,

,0) dv 0,

rom

Lemma
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here p is the scalar curvature. By the assumption that p is positive,
,=0, that is, =tg(R)f.. By Lemma 3.2, 0=(d d*(tO(R)f), tO(R)f}
=4(9(R)(, gg,f), 9(R)f}=8(, tT7f, f}. Integrate this over M,
then 0=(d d*([2(R)f),. 9(R)f}= -8]17f11, hence 3f=0. Since
=3f/f=37f+37f=O, we have f=0 rom the irreducibility of
that is h= 0.
4. Index of the complex. The principal symbols of complex
(2.1) is

(4.1) 0 )7*(Agp) a(d)@id’w*(A@p) a(6)(R)i>w*(A+()gp) >0,
where denotes the projection rom T*M\{O} to M, a(d) and a(3) are
the respective principal symbols of the ollowing elliptic complex associated to the base space M,
d

O- >F(M I ) >F(M; A 1) >F(M; A+) >0.
Here d is *he exterior derivative and is defined by
(+ +U)= ++ +(3r +r +, }, + e F(M; A,).
using
By
Proposition 2.17 in [2], the index of the complex is given
by
h h + h= eh(C). {eh(Ac) eh(Ac) + eh(A+ c}" Y(TM(R)C) / [m].
Here e(TM) is the Euler class of M, ch is the Chern character and is
the Todd class. By a simple computation, the index is (c-2c.)(gc)[M]
+1/6 dim G(c+c)(M)=Pontl(c)+l/2 dim G(z+r). Hence, we have
h=-Pont(c) -1/2 dim G(z+r). Thus, the theorem is obtained.

(4.2)

-
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